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Weekly Bible Study Resources 

 
Weekly Sunday School Vocabulary ��� 

A resource of PrayerfulLiving.com - compiled by Mark Mohlenbrock ��� 
 

For week of January 20 – 26, 2014 
 
abased - (B12 - Luke 18:14) - NW1828 - To 
cast down; to reduce low; to depress; to 
humble; to degrade;  
 
adhere - (S4 - SH 471:24) - NW1828 - to 
hold to, be attached, or remain fixed, either 
by personal union or conformity of faith, 
principle, or opinion;  
 
alms - (B19 - Acts 3:2) - [NW1828] Any thing 
given gratuitously to relieve the poor, as 
money, food, or clothing, otherwise called 
charity. 
 
alterative - (S22 - SH 162:6) - [WordNet] 
tending to cure or restore health 
 
aphorisms - (S21 - SH 358:14) - [NW1828] 
A maxim; a precept, or principle expressed in 
few words; 
 
apprehension - (S4 - SH 471:30) - [WCD] 
the act of understanding without studying.  
 
ascribe - (RR - Deuteronomy 32:3) - [OLQD] 
attribute or credit to 
 
aspiration - (S11 - SH 8:14) - [Wordsmyth] ambition, goal, or aim. 
 
celestial - (S8 - SH 298:26) - [OLQD] relating to or inhabiting a divine heaven; of heaven or 
the spirit;  
 
confers - (S20 - SH viii:14) - [D.com] to bestow. 
 
conscientious - (S18 - SH 12:13) - [Webster 1913] 1. Influenced by conscience; governed by 
a strict regard to the dictates of conscience, or by the known or supposed rules of right and 
wrong; 
 
consummation - (S27 - SH 367:28) - [NW1828] The end or completion of the present system 
of things; 
 
 

Legend: 
[American Heritage] American Heritage 
Dictionary of the English Language 
[Compact Oxford] Compact Oxford Dictionary 
online 
[D.com] Dictionary.com 
[Easton’s] Easton’s Bible Dictionary 
[Gill] New John Gill Exposition of the Entire 
Bible 
[IP] InfoPlease.com 
[ISBE] International Standard Bible 
Encyclopedia 
[KJD] King James Dictionary [Crosswalk.com] 
[MW10th] Merriam Webster’s 10th Edition 
[NW1828] Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary 
[OLQD] OneLook Dictionary (Quick 
Definition) 
[S&H] Science and Health with Key to the 
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy 
[Smith’s] Smith’s Bible Dictionary 
[Strong’s] Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance 
[Webster 1913] Webster's 1913 Dictionary ��� 
[WCD] Wordsmyth Children’s Dictionary 
[Wordsmyth] Wordsmyth Online Dictionary 
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contradictory - (S21 - SH 358:13) - [Wordsmyth] involving, containing, or being a 
contradiction; inconsistent; contrary. 
 
countenance - (B4 - Psalm 42:11) - [NW1828] Literally, the contents of a body; the outline 
and extent which constitutes the whole figure or external appearance. Appropriately, the 
human face; the whole form of the face, or system of features;  
 
counterpoise - (S27 - SH 368:1) - [OLQD] an equivalent counterbalancing weight; constitute 
a counterweight or counterbalance to 
 
creed - (S4 - SH 471:24) - [Wordsmyth] a formal statement of religious principles; any 
formulated system of principles, beliefs, or opinions 
 
devices - (RR - Psalm 33:10) - [Strong's] 04284 thought, plan, purpose, invention 
 
enduring - (S14 - SH 261:4) - [NW1828] Lasting; continuing without perishing; bearing; 
sustaining; supporting with patience, or without opposition or yielding. 
 
etherealized - (S8 - SH 298:25) - [MW10th] 1 a : of or relating to the regions beyond the earth 
b : CELESTIAL, HEAVENLY c : UNWORLDLY, SPIRITUAL 2 a : lacking material substance 
 
exalteth - (B12 - Luke 18:14) - [Wordsmyth] elevated; glorified; blissfully joyful; elated 
 
fervent - (S7 - SH 11:29) - [OLQD] sincerely or intensely felt 
 
habitual - (S7 - SH 11:29) - [OLQD] made a norm or custom or habit; having a habit of long 
standing;  
 
haply - (B20 - Acts 5:39) - [OLQD] by accident. 
 
hearken - (B8 - Daniel 9:19) - [OLQD] listen; used mostly in the imperative  
 
heed - (B19 - Acts 3:5) - [KJD] To be careful to consider. 
 
hypocrite - (S11 - SH 8:2) - [OLQD] a person who professes beliefs and opinions that he  
does not hold. 
 
immutable - (S3 - SH 286:3) - [NW1828] invariable; unalterable; not capable or susceptible of 
change. 
 
imparting - (S9 - 567:2) - [NW1828] Communicating; granting; bestowing. 
 
inarticulate - (S26 - SH 97:24) - [Wordsmyth] incapable of intelligible speech, as from anger 
or surprise. 
 
indignation - (B20 - Acts 5:17) - [Wordsmyth] righteous anger in response to something 
considered unjust or unworthy. 
 
iniquity - (RR - Deuteronomy 32:4) - [OLQD] absence of moral or spiritual values; an unjust 
act; morally objectionable behavior 
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integrity - (RR - Psalm 26:1) - [Wordsmyth] a strong sense of honesty and morality; firmness 
of moral and ethical character. 
 
loftiness - (S11 - SH 8:13) - [Wordsmyth] superior, noble, or exalted. 
 
longsuffering - (B3 - Psalm 86:15) - [NW1828] Bearing injuries or provocation for a long time; 
patient; not easily provoked. 
 
manifested - (S18 - SH 12:12) - [Wordsmyth.com] demonstrated 
 
meekness - (S12 - SH 4:4) - [NW1828] Softness of temper; mildness; gentleness; 
forbearance under injuries and provocations. In an evangelical sense, humility; resignation; 
submission to the divine will, 
 
mercy - (B3 - Psalm 86:15) - [Wordsmyth.com] syn: leniency, kindness, pardon, forgiveness, 
benevolence, indulgence, bounty, gift, blessing 
 
mutable - (S3 - SH 286:4) - [NW1828] 1. Subject to change; changeable; that may be altered 
in form, qualities or nature. Almost every thing we see on earth is mutable; 
 
ninth hour - (B19 - Acts 3:1) - [Dummelow] The hours of prayer were the third (nine a.m.), 
when the morning sacrifice was offered; the sixth (noon); and the ninth, the time of the 
evening sacrifice. 
 
oblation - (B8 - Daniel 9:21) - [OLQD] the act of offering the bread and wine of the Eucharist; 
the act of contributing to the funds of a church or charity 
 
orthodox - (S4 - SH 471:24) - [D.com]  of, pertaining to, or conforming to the approved form 
of any doctrine, philosophy, ideology, etc. 
 
Pharisee - (B12 - Luke 18:11) - [NW1828] One of a sect among the Jews, whose religion 
consisted in a strict observance of rites and ceremonies and of the traditions of the elders, 
and whose pretended holiness led them to separate themselves as a sect, considering 
themselves as more righteous than other Jews. 
 
pinions - (S8 - SH 298:28) - [American Heritage Dictionary, 4th edition] 1. The wing of a bird. 
2. The outer rear edge of the wing of a bird, containing the primary feathers 
proportionably - (S14 - SH 261:6) - [NW1828] According to proportion or comparative relation; 
as a large body, with limbs proportionably large. 
 
prove - (RR - Psalm 26:2) - [OLQD] put to the test. 
 
rebuked - (S4 - SH 471:27) - [Wordsmyth.com] to give a sharp reprimand to; criticize. 
 
reins - (RR - Psalm 26:2) - [NW1828] In Scripture, the inward parts; the heart, or seat of the 
affections and passions. 
 
ritualistic - (S19 - SH 135:28) - [D.com] 1. Relating to ritual or ritualism. 2. Advocating or  
practicing ritual. (ritual: any customary observance or practice; the prescribed procedure for 
conducting religious ceremonies) 
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Sadducees - (B20 - Acts 5:17) - [Smith's] a religious party or school among the Jews at the 
time of Christ, who denied that the oral law was a revelation of God to the Israelites. and who 
deemed the written law alone to be obligatory on the nation, as of divine authority.  
 
self-justification - (S11 - SH 8:1) - [D.com] the act or fact of justifying oneself, esp. of offering 
excessive reasons, explanations, excuses, etc., for an act, thought, or the like. 
 
supposititious - (S27 - SH 368:2) - [OLQD] showing ignorance or the laws of nature and faith 
in magic or chance  
 
tithes - (B12 - Luke 18:12) - Webster 1913] 1. A tenth; the tenth part of anything;  
 
unalterable - (S7 - SH 11:27) - [Wordsmyth] not able to be changed or altered. 
 
virtue - (B13 - Philippians 4:8) - [OLQD] the quality of doing what is right and avoiding what is 
wrong; a particular moral excellence; any admirable quality or attribute 
 
wrought - (B20 - Acts 5:12) - [NW1828] Worked; formed by work or labor; as wrought iron. 
Effected; performed.  
 


